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Marine microorganisms are important sources of new bioactive secondary metabolites with promising 
chemical and pharmacological potential [1]. The high biodiversity of oceanic Brazilian islands is still 
poorly explored and a very promising source for marine natural products prospection. Studies in this area 
are considered strategic because it involves knowledge of biodiversity in a broad sense, as well as 
renewable sources of substances with biomedical importance. This work aimed to search for new 
compounds with anticancer of microorganisms recovered from the harbor of archipelago Fernando de 
Noronha. Sediment was collected at the archipelago Fernando de Noronha (3°51,009'S 32°26,434'O), and 
stored in whirl-packs. The samples processing was carried out by three different methods: dehydration 
followed by stamp (M1), dilution (M2) and dilution followed by heating at 55°C for 10 minutes (M3). 
Then, Under sterile conditions, sediment samples were plated into different agar media: sea water agar 
(SWA), traces metals agar (TMA) and starch casein agar (SCA). Individualized colonies were isolated 
based on actinomycete characteristics. 7 strains were isolated until now. Pure strains were grown in 100 mL 
of A1 (soluble starch, yeast extract and peptone) broth in Erlenmeyer flasks (28°C/200 rpm/10 days), 
extracted with ethyl acetate (EtOAc) and vacuum-dried. The cytotoxicity was evaluated by the MTT assay 
against the human colon adenocarcinoma cell line HCT-116 after 72h incubation. The crude extract of four 
of strains showed potent cytotoxic activity with inhibition concentration mean IC50 ranging from 0.078 to 
2.58 µg/mL. Studies are in progress towards the isolation of the active compounds. These results highlight 
the importance of bioactive compounds of marine origin as promising sources of molecules and 
pharmacological potential. Marine bacteria recovered from sediments of Fernando Noronha island 
represent a promising source of natural products with biological activity. 
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